The City as Modern Mausoleum is coming out this November! through Finishing Line Press. This is a limited edition chapbook, and pre-publication sales will determine the press run, so please reserve your copy early!

In these poems, Peter Faziani circles around “the city,” intrigued, offended, amazed—obsessed—searching for every turn of sight, every shift of language that will reveal its all.

Matthew Roberson – Author of List: A Novel

“There’s a city beneath the city,” writes Peter Faziani in his incisive new collection, and in poem after poem he pushes relentlessly past the phony façades to expose the brutalities and inequities of modern urban life. Here, citizens must “[feign] a middle-class salary” and their lives become “habitual / motion sans meaning.” Like city noise reverberating off glass buildings and concrete, these poems echo with tense, energetic, layered music where word sounds ricochet and suddenly morph—“a bludgeon” becomes in the next line “a glutton,” “boozie” becomes “boujie,” and “channels” become “charnels.” This startling wordplay makes Faziani’s stark vision of our world feel palpably present. “The city hides the skeletons / under the bridge,” writes Faziani, and in this fierce chapbook he digs them up, refusing to forget.

Jeffrey Bean – Author of Woman Putting on Pearls

Order: The City as Modern Mausoleum by Peter Faziani
$14.99 per copy plus $2.99 each for shipping
Send shipping address along with check or money order made payable to:
Finishing Line Press
Post Office Box 1626
Georgetown, KY 40324
Or order online at: www.finishinglinepress.com.
Click: “New Releases and Forthcoming Titles” or directly at: https://www.finishinglinepress.com/product/the-city-as-modern-mausoleum-by-peter-faziani/